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ABOUT US
Software solutions Inc. was founded in 2009 to focus on 

developing web and mobile applications. Over the last 

ten years, we have successfully completed dozens of 

projects from simple landing pages to business websites, 

payment portals, SAAS platforms and mobile and 

applications.



Our designers and developers are expert at executing 

custom designs to accomplish our client’s business 

objectives with optimal architecture and design, and ease 

of implementation. Quality control and testing of the 

finished product are of paramount importance to us. We 

guarantee our quality of delivery from start to launch.



OUR SERVICES

DISCOVER & KICK-OFF

Architecture & Dev

Mock-ups & Design

Project Launch & Support

Software Solutions Inc. is a full-service digital design and software development agency 

established in 2009.  Our Team consists of system engineers, business strategists, 

software architects, full-stack developers with expertise in a cloud application, business 

system integration, database developers and agile project managers.  Whether for startup 

or Fortune 500 enterprise our engineers specifically tailor our projects to our client’s 

business needs, budgets, and timelines.



Our development and business system engineering team includes highly skilled and 

trained professionals in all the disciplines required to execute the project plan that 

follows: CRM integrations, mobile technologists, front-end and back-end developers, 

quality assurance engineers, and system administrators.

Through a series of meetings, we gather data 

on business objectives, performance 

requirements and feature sets. Our project 

manager and development team then build a 

development schedule and cost estimates 

and present them for review and agreement to 

proceed.

We begin every project by laying out an 

architecture, database schema, and functional 

specification.  Coding demands precision, 

perfection and skill. We carefully select the 

correct languages, technology, and 

frameworks to best suit each project.

Once our team maps out an actionable project 

plan, we build a non-functioning product deck: 

A visual representation of the end product. We 

begin full development of the application once 

the client approves the final visuals of the UX/

UI images.

Once built, we test the app for quality and 

accuracy of system requirements and feature 

sets. With testing successfully completed, we 

deploy the app via Apple and/or Android app 

stores, and then support, maintain and 

develop new feature upgrades.



OUR TECHNOLOGIES



RECENT PROJECTS



WENDY DIGITAL APP
App connect millions of WendyWilliams’s TV

viewers and fans. 

UI/UX DESIGN  |   APP DEVELOPMENT  |  WEB DEVELOPMENT

For the Wendy Williams Show, a top-rated talk show 

hosted by Wendy Williams, Appwilio built one of the first 

direct-to-fan mobile apps in the Entertainment Industry. 


At launch, the app was rated 7th and 9th in the Google 

Play and iTunes Stores, respectively; rated 4.8 out of 5 

stars in both stores by over 500 users; and acquired 

100k+ users in eight weeks.  We achieved these results by 

launching features aligned with Wendy Digital’s goals of 

acquiring, activating, retaining and monetizing fans.

This very successful launch reflects Software solutions 

Inc. unique approach to developing web applications. 

Early in the design process, we engage users to get their 

insight on features and functions, and enlist them as 

evangelists when we launch the app.  Using this approach, 

we recruited over 2000 Wendy fans into the Wendy 

Mobile App Beta Testing Community. Since these fans 

had provided their ideas and feedback to help design the 

app, they actively recruited their friends to use the app 

when it was launched.





mobile fishing game

Hook’em Hard is an exciting and engaging new mobile 

fishing game for the ios and android platforms that is 

currently in development. Most mobile fishing games fall 

into 1 of 2 categories. They are either fun arcade style 

games that are fantasy based, with little relation to real 

fishing, or they are very realistic fishing games that do a 

good job of simulating real fishing but are boring and not 

much fun to play.



Hook’em Hard blends these types of games into a fun and 

engaging game with a strong basis in real fishing. Players 

must understand and use the correct rods, reels, line, 

hooks, baits, and lures to attract and catch fish from all 

over the world.The initial launch version of Hook’em Hard 

lets players fish at 23 unique fishing locations, including 

some of the world’s most well known and desirable spots.





underwater adventure game

Subnautica is an open world, underwater exploration 

and adventure game currently under construction at 

Unknown Worlds. The game is in advanced stage of 

Early Access development, with substantial content 

available for play. Performance/frame-rates, stability, 

and polish are not yet up to the standards of a 

finished game.





GEORGIA FAMILY
WEB SITE FOR FAMILY MAGAZINE

UI/UX DESIGN  |  MOBILE  |  WEB Development

Georgia Family Magazine is Central Georgia’s only 

parenting publication, empowering 45,000+ readers to 

face today’s choices and challenges for all stages of 

parenting. Georgia Family has proven to be the destination 

to find out what to buy, what to read and watch, and where 

to go with kids in Middle Georgia.  It has won national 

awards from the Medill School of Journalism for its 

editorials and graphics, and won numerous other awards 

for Excellence, Best Writing, Best Layout, and Best Reviews.



Software solutions Inc. designed Georgia Family’s web site 

giving members online access to the magazine’s articles 

and features and providing real time updates to the 

magazine’s content. This was in direct support of the 

magazine’s objective of retaining its current readers and 

attracting new ones. The website provides for managing 

and renewing subscriptions, for advertising, and for 

informing readers of special events and campaigns. 
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Site for searching promising 
projects

Startup Founders App generates development and cost 

estimates for a Founder’s new idea for web and mobile apps.  

Startup Founders App generates the development estimate for 

the Founder, and he has the option of being matched up with 

national and international development teams that the founder 

can hire to build the app.



Now, if a Founder has an idea for a new app, video game or 

digital product, he can obtain a development estimate by using 

Software solutions Inc. Start-up Founders App and find out 

how much it will cost to build his app – Before hiring a 

development firm.

STARTUP FOUNDERS
IN DEVELOPMENT
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Job Search for ATTORNEYS

MyLegalCoverage Inc., is a mobile app 

recruitment marketplace for law firms and 

corporations seeking to contract or hire 

Attorneys and JD Candidates for immediate 

legal coverage jobs, contract jobs and associates 

positions 

Status: Awaiting funding

MY LEGAL 
COVERAGE

IN DEVELOPMENT





CHILD CARECHECK 
IN SYSTEEM
Child safety app
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The Child Care Check-in System is SAAS 

platform Software solutions Inc. created and 

integrated with existing church systems to keep 

track of members’ children while their parents 

are attending the service. 



The system tracks the location of each child and 

sends automated text messages to parents 

informing them where to pick up their child after 

services, or in the event of an emergency. The 

app also includes features to manage child-care 

staff and the room-to-child ratio.
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Site for musicians who want 
to legalize their samples

This is an amazing project for musicians to help them get 

copyright on a sample. The professionals on the platform 

contact the most famous music studios to obtain permission 

to use a musical sample.



The site is designed to connect the interests of beginners and 

famous musicians. Getting copyright is a really tricky problem 

that Ample Sample with professionals in the music world helps 

solve.



Cleaning the sample will allow musicians to create new 

musical masterpieces and sell their music legally 


through the service we created.

Ample Samples 

Ample Samples
TM





Coaches

central
for athletes and coaches
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Designed for coaches and their essential staff, Coaches 

Central is the #1 platform for professionals who work in the 

world of collegiate athletics. Coaches Central allows 

members to create, update and share a compilation of their 

body of work.



Our network helps this group of professionals display their 

skills, find and explore opportunities, and present their 

talents in a unique way. Coaches Central has modernized 

the process for identifying and researching college coaches 

and other professionals in the world of collegiate athletics 

forever.
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Mobile app of the most honest 
reviews

Instant True review is a platform for professionals who want to 

gain trust. The mobile application allows you to leave reviews 

that are checked and identified. Feedback can be left in the 

form of video, text, voice message. The application 

automatically translates into text and publishes on the 

specialist's page. 



Reviews that were published through the application are rated 

with a quality mark and cannot be faked. Professionals from all 

over the world can increase their level of trust for clients. The 

unique feature of the application is that the reviews cannot be 

faked or changed.


Instant True

review
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Fanteractive
sports statistics website
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Fanteractive is built to be the ultimate fan engagement 

portal providing fans with a unique set of tools to engage in 

the global sports landscape.The idea for Fanteractive.com 

was conceive by sports industry pros who know the 

industry and also have seen how insiders can marginalize 

the fan base for “not knowing anything.” 



To the contrary, we know fans. Fans also played the game. 

They break down film and analyze the games too. They are 

invested in their favorite teams and live or die with them. 

Until now, the fans really did not have a place to showcase 

their own talent and get the credit for what they bring to the 

table. 
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855-395-8555

info@softsolutions-inc.com

softsolutions-inc.com

10 Glenlake Pkwy, South Tower Suite 130, Atlanta, GA 30328


